
Many Much

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

In this case, _______ time will have been saved by the execution of the
bonds at this moment, and the proposition will be presented here under a
more favorable appearance, according to the opinion of the bankers.

1.

Next morning she was awakened very early by the songs of _______ birds.2.

They did not agree with very _______ dogs in this world.3.

He was not a man who wasted _______ words.4.

I know something of affairs, I can tell you; I have the secrets of _______
men!
5.

With respect to the young person, she did not ask _______ questions; and
I soon found that I had won her heart.
6.

What would be the use of _______ money to me.7.

Chris looked down at the _______ vessels.8.

For _______ years they had enjoyed a comfortable income.9.

Too humane to cut his way through this crowd, he employed so _______
time in taking their verbal parole, that he could not reach the rear of the British
line until the battle was ended.

10.

Thus every European population is derived from _______ races.11.

I was so small I did not do _______ heavy work.12.

But the mile-wide inner area was dark in _______ places.13.

He acts the way a good _______ boys do who have been treated that
way.
14.

Among public men he had _______ ardent friends.15.

Let us see if we can picture one of these _______ scenes.16.
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It always seemed to him that he had met so _______ other ladies like her.17.

To reach the water they would have to travel all night; but they could not
do that for _______ reasons.
18.

Clemens of Alexandria had acquired _______ various reading in the
Greek, and Tertullian in the Latin, language.
19.

Toby poured in quite as _______ water as he thought the already weak
mixture could receive and retain any flavor of lemon; and then, as his
employer motioned him to add more, he mixed another quart in, secretly
wondering what it would taste like.

20.
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